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Introduction
➢ Thank you for inviting APCC – really pleased to be
here today
➢ I have been asked to give an APCC view, so hope to
cover:
➢ The key priorities/plans of APCC
➢ Constructive working between panels and PCCs
➢ The PCC review: our key messages on panels

➢ And plenty of time for questions

APCC Priorities

Policing Protocol
“The Panel provides checks and balances in
relation to the performance of the PCC. The
Panel does not scrutinise the Chief Constable – it
scrutinises the PCC’s exercise of their statutory
functions. While the Panel is there to challenge
the PCC, it must also exercise its functions with a
view to supporting the effective exercise of the
PCC’s functions”

Panel & PCC Working
PCCs believe panels getting better and more professional in
their scrutiny role, but this is variable.
PCCs provided us with examples of good scrutiny during our
recent consultation on PCC Review: e.g. in relation to
scrutinising commissioning work, and broader CJS work
Scrutiny most constructive where panel members/LA support
and OPCC staff engage – but tone usually set by PCC/Panel
Chair relationship
Some PCPs have lead members for specific topics and some
PCCs will involve them in open days, engagement events,
delivery meetings
Several PCCs observed that some PCPs still find it hard to
resist scrutinising operational activity.

Support as well as Scrutiny
Supporting PCCs is also a key function and PCCs cited
some good examples e.g. help with developing strategies,
providing community insight and building partnership links
Do you have further examples of:
What support and scrutiny works well
Good relationship building between panels and PCCs

PCCs noted that in some areas effective support and
scrutiny might be hampered by frequent turnover of
members – has your panel encountered this: if so how
have you addressed it?
Have panel meetings been a challenge during Covid?
How have you tackled issues and involved the public?

PCC Review – Key Messages
PCCs find that panels want to discuss operational policing
matters that are outside their remit; they value scrutiny
and support of them as the elected PCC, and how they
are discharging their role
PCCs support greater central funding for panels, mostly to
provide standard training on role, responsibilities, scrutiny
& support, and to provide more secretariat support
PCCs do not support an expansion in the statutory role of
panels

